
Although the study of architecture magazines and periodicals has sparked renewed scholarly interest during the 
last decades, the wide range of “training documents” published for educational purposes by institutions educating 
architects, civil and military engineers in Europe has never been subject to scrutiny.
In addition to royal and private academies in the eighteenth century and the wide adoption the Beaux-Arts school’s 
ateliers system in the nineteenth century, architecture was also taught in other institutions such as engineering schools, 
regional schools of architecture, schools for applied arts as well as other professional institutes. All of them prepared 
their students to design various types of projects according to the professions to which they designated themselves. 
Within this frame, a large range of manuscript and printed material among which school manuals, teaching handbooks, 
graphic models sheets, exercise handouts and three-dimensional models, was used to frame and to shape a common 
body of references to the various building trades.
While recent historiography reveals a multiplication of studies in the field of architecture publications, no study has ever 
been undertaken at large on this grey educational production which often remained uncatalogued in schools’ archives
when not scattered away with the closure of the institutions. This lack of research can be partly explained by the short-
lived nature of this material, either manuscript or modestly lithographed in the own schools’ print shops, which was 
often updated and reprinted according to changes in the educational programs. Nevertheless, the study of this mere 
“body of knowledge” and common references seems pivotal to us. Its recording and analysis will enable to envision 
the full realm of architectural training as a global and collective process associated with scholarly knowledge such 
as geometry, sciences of engineering or art history. It will also replace the training process at the heart of the act of 
architectural teaching and educating.
The purpose of this session is thus to share about the still marginal place of training publications produced in Europe 
(including the ones issued by small or local institutions). We invite papers that will discuss the state of research and 
the methodological challenges regarding this complex and manifold material such as: how to tackle the corpus of 
educational publications in order to create a “global listing of teaching material”? How to analyse these tools (drawings, 
scrapbooks, models) and methods (principles, examples, demonstrations...)? How architectural and technical design 
and invention were taught?

Teaching Through Images : Julien Guadet’s Course and His Pedagogical Drawings at the Ecole 
des Beaux-Arts in Paris
Guy Lambert — Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture Paris Belleville, France
The history of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts focuses less on oral classes than on workshop training, and the courses which 
were subsequently gathered in books are better known than those that weren’t published.  Moreover, the printed sources 
provide little information as to the type of pedagogic material used by teachers in lecture halls, although recent research 
on the history of education has shown the importance of these supports: drawings on the blackboard, models (in 
particular for construction lessons), sculpture or building fragments, lithographs  pinned up to the wall or circulated 
amongst the audience, drawings or photographs propped on  easels, glass plate projections...  The range is well known 
overall, but knowing what a teacher really showed his students, or how, is not easy.
The case of the theory of architecture course for which Julien Guadet was tenured from 1894 is interesting in that 
respect.  It is frequently approached through Guadet’s book, Elements et Théorie de l’Architecture (1901–1904), largely 
compounded from his teaching material.  But several teaching aids relating to his oral course were preserved and allow 
for more detailed insight into the substance and style of the course.  This is true of twenty or so graphic plates, relating 
to the “elements of architecture,” that give a good idea of the images that supported his lessons.  While blackboard 
drawings by other teachers have long been wiped off, and engravings long returned to their books or libraries, his plates 
still bear precious testimony to the knowledge produced in the course.  Obviously these plates are not the sum total of 
the course’s images, but they do represent a very significant part of the whole.
The contribution will examine the innovative nature of these supports from a twofold perspective. Firstly, these are 
images that were executed by Guadet specifically for his course, and although some do seem to have been inspired by 
illustrations drawn from reference books such as the Traité by Léonce Reynaud, they were clearly designed to specific 
purposes, making them novel images of their own.  Further, it is also important to understand these educational aims to 
apprehend the relationship between the demonstrative logic displayed by these “theoretical figures” and the “scientific” 
ambition claimed by Guadet in the formulation of his course.

Handbooks, Textbooks, Manuals - Re-Reading Classical Sources on the Scientification of 
Building Knowledge in the 19th Century
Torsten Meyer, Christoph Rauhut and Knut Stegmann — Institute of Historic Building Research and 
Conservation ETH Zurich, Switzerland
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According to Thomas S. Kuhn’s well established dictum, textbooks were being considered “dogmatic, boring and 
conservative” by the history of science for decennia. However, within the last decade this notion has been challenged: 
Recent research has e.g. underlined the importance of writing textbooks for the production of novel scientific knowledge. 
The re-evalutation of the genre is constitutional for the paper.
Thus, object of investigation are the handbooks, textbooks and manuals used for teaching at polytechnic architecture 
schools in the 19th century. An exemplary focus will be put on textbooks written by teachers of the ‘Polytechnic School’ 
in Zurich during the latter half of the 19th century. Two quintessential issues will be put up for discussion: First the 
recorded (polytechnic) inventories of knowledge in the textbooks are presented in a systematic analysis; second contexts 
and methods of the process of writing (polytechnic) textbooks are shown.
A pragmatic, discourse analytical perspective is methodic basis for the presentation of the polytechnic textbooks 
and appending inventories of knowledge. Special attention is paid to the discursive processes of “historicising” 
[Historisierung] and “commodification” [Ökonomisierung] in respect to the field of ‘building’ [Bauen] in the 19th century. 
Within the polytechnic context the premise of invention in ‘building’ was defined by the concept of “historicising” 
that explicitly did not build on the technological models of the time. In spite of novel materials, novel building types 
and newly recorded knowledge on building, “novel” building constructions were in the main combinations of known 
(constructive) elements. “Historicising” was an inevitable part of intentive architecture [Baukunst]. The paper will show 
how this conclusion can be linked to the process of “formalising” the polytechnic building knowledge. Moreover, the 
“formalising” process depicts different epistemic strategies for the production of knowledge, which can be explained 
by the different ways of presenting knowledge in the textbooks. Strategies will be explained by showing the specific 
contexts of origination for textbooks written within the framework of the “Polytechnic school” in Zurich.
It is the aim of the paper to enrich the history of architecture and the history of (building) construction by accessing the 
current debate in the history of science.

Learning from Green-Gray Educational Literature: the Production of French Military Schools 
(1748-1848)
Emilie d’Orgeix — University of Bordeaux 3- Michel de Montaigne, France 
Among the “spoils” of architectural education, the archive collections about educational material in French military 
schools are of exceptional richness. Even the intellectual reflection that took place during the decade preceding the 
creation of the first school of the Génie de Mézières in the mid-eighteenth century is documented in a folder containing 
all sent and received letters by decision makers (SHAT, Art 18 VO1). Training material though - that is to say teaching 
handbooks, graphic model-sheets, exercise handouts either manuscript or printed - is much less thoroughly recorded. 
First, because the Ministry of Defense possesses a manifold of archive documents about military training which, ranging 
from isolated manuscript graphic-sheets to bound and print booklets, were progressively scattered between different 
department and institutions. Second, because studies on this “green-gray literature”, marked by the unappealing stamp 
of short-lived military material, never stirred much interest within the scholarly community (in spite of a strong impulse 
given by Bruno Belhoste and Antoine Picon in the late 1980s). 
Such a gap in the knowledge would have remained marginal if the bulk of this raw educational material, now sunk 
into oblivion, had not spurred the rise of a large production of printed books in military art and architecture during the 
nineteenth century. Enticed by the increasing needs of regimental schools and a pro-military inflection throughout the 
nation, several publishing houses such as Magimel, Anselin & Pochard, Charles Tanéra and Louis Beaudoin specialized 
in the publication of military manuals. 
The purpose of this paper is, therefore, twofold. On the one hand, it aims to clarify the state of the abundant documentation 
produced in the premises of French military schools for educational purposes from the mid-eighteenth to the mid-
nineteenth centuries. On the other hand, it explores through the analysis of several case-studies, the way practical 
exercise fields such as the emblematic mock sieges organized in Metz were graphically conceived, practically taught to 
first-year students to, finally, be remodeled and transcribed for a larger audience by specialized publishing houses. 

The Education of Architects in Galicja During the First Half of the 19th Century
Hanna Szczerbak — Tha Jagiellonian University, Poland
This paper, presented during the conference EAHN-Second International Meeting, held in Brussels  31 May-3 June 
2012, is to introduce and analyze the various forms and aspects of architectural education in Galicja in the years 1795-
1850. The chronological brackets are closely connected to the political situation – dividing the Kingdom of Poland 
between three empires (Russia, Prussia and Austria) in 1795, when the southern part of Poland, Galicja (with Krakow 
and Lemberg) had been incorporated to the Austrian Empire. In the beginning I would like to present the organizational 
forms of the education of architects in Galicja - at the universities in Krakow and Lemberg, at the private technical 
universities, but also the practical education in the architectural guilds, existing in Galicja till the half of the 19th century. 
It is very crucial to reconstruct the whole educational process from the pupil till the professional architect, mostly by 
considering the role of different architectural books, handbooks or graphic model sheets, which unfortunately have 
survived incompletely. During my presentation I will also show different kinds of “training documents” and their role 
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in the teaching, comparing the educational printings or drawings with the finally constructed buildings or professional 
projects. Moreover, I would also compare methods and handbooks (both brought mostly from Germany and France and 
also prepared and printed by the local teachers – in the research the influence of the European architectural books and 
handbooks on educational materials written in Poland has also be reconsidered) used in Krakow and Lemberg with the 
architectural education conducted in other parts of former Kingdom of Poland, because in spite of partition of Poland 
the cultural and social contacts between those three parts had still existed. Finally also the role of architects educated 
abroad, but working in Galicja during the first half of the 19th century also has to be discussed.

A Teaching Handbook by an Engineer of the Late Nineteenth Century in Italy
Simona Talenti — University of Salerno, Italy
The paper aims to analyze the text of an engineer, Raphael Folinea, Professor of “Technical Architecture” at the School 
of Application for Engineers of Naples. The teaching handbook, written by Folinea, is the summary of his lectures, 
taught to students between 1887 and 1891. It is a lithographed publication, probably intended only to students of the 
school of Naples. Only two examples of this handbook are in Italian Libraries: the first at the Faculty of Engineering of 
Naples and the second at the library of Campobasso. Folinea taught to future engineers (including those who would 
follow the architectural section) the basics of architecture, still recovering “Durand method” of teaching based on the 
architectural elements. The importance of designing the plan of a building clearly shows a clear debt to the French 
architect. But even within a manuscript very technical, there are several theories on aesthetic considerations and the 
definition of style. In addition to building stones or different types of bricks, Folinea disserts also on the architectural 
orders, or lingers in the analysis of regulations needed to achieve a beautiful facade. The same diversity of topics is also 
reflected in the volume tables. Folinea completed his teaching through the use of models and plasters which evermore 
represented the elements of architecture. The study of the text by Folinea and of the several models and plasters that the 
School had recently purchased at the Polytechnic of Turin, will allow to better understand the architectural training of 
civil engineers in the Italy of the late nineteenth century. The same engineers who will become the responsible for the 
transformation of most cities during the XXth century.
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